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Presidents Report
Part one…..Grant
Reading my presidents report from last
Decembers Magazine & I see I spoke
about thunderstorms and wild weather, so
I guess I shouldn’t be surprised by the run
of foul weather we have just had this past
week. I did get a couple of half days in the
modelling shed last weekend and finished off the wings for my new float
plane which was pleasing. However I have put that project aside for now
to hopefully get the DH82 Tiger Moth into the air over summer. As this
model is second hand, I prefer to put my own radio gear and wiring
throughout, so a good part of the afternoon was spent removing all the
servo leads and switches, there were far too many y-leads and adaptors
and custom made switches etc for my liking to keep, so I was keen to
strip it back to the bare basics. I also wanted to replace the batteries
which was no mean feat as they were buried under seats and pilots and
places unknown! The fuel tank also required inspection, so that came out
and surprise, surprise, the clunk line was totally stiff and not moving an
inch! Everything else looked pretty good, so now it’s back to reassembling it all!
We started off November with a Float plane day which was effectively
our club flying activity day for the month. The rest of the weekends were
taken up with other events such as the Highbrook Scale Rally, Waharoa
Scale Rally, Vintage & Pylon meetings plus the Armistice Day
Celebrations at Karapiro and NZ Warbirds Armistice airshow at
Ardmore. So all up it was a pretty full month of aviation depending
where your interests lay.
Our December Club flying day is of course our Xmas Lunch BBQ out at
the Clubs Reekers field. As in past years, the club will be putting on a
BBQ for members and supplying meats and soft drinks, tea and coffee.
With the loss of the Cambridge MAC Club field, we are inviting their
members to join us for the day here as well. Thus for all those coming
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The HMAC boys relaxing at the Waharoa Scale Rally – No change
then?
out for lunch, we would invite you to bring a plate of salad or dessert to
share for this potluck lunch. Please don’t forget,your wives and partners
are more than welcome to come along and share in the days’ festivities.
If you have a fold up chair, table, spare chilly bin, Gazebo for shade or
other useful item, then please bring them out with you if possible to help
us through the day. We may organise some low stress flying events to
keep Pilots (and guests) amused as well, depending on the level of
interest. If the weather looks like it’s going to cause us issues, we will
make a call by 9am and a postponement notice will be placed on the
clubs Website for the following weekend. Fingers crossed the weather
will be awesome though & I hope to see you there.
Novembers Club night saw a small demonstration by Gordon and myself
on some of the more interesting aspects of Servo’s with demonstrations
of power (Torque), centering and precision, voltage input, changing gear
sets and more. Thank you to those that provided feedback afterwards
stating they enjoyed the presentation and learnt a couple of things along
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the way, that’s what we need to hear! Thanks also to Frazer for his input
and others for sharing too.
Decembers club night is to be our traditional XMAS special, but with
extra's. Frazer & Jarrod Briggs will be presenting a slot on their recent
attendance at the Tucson Shootout Scale Aerobatics event in the USA,
this is almost certain to be entertaining. With a bit of everything else in
the mix, I’m sure it will be a good night of fun & entertainment. Don’t
forget to bring along models for show and tell plus anything else that
may be of interest. As in the past, if you would like to "bring a plate" to
share for supper, that would be appreciated. Looking forward to seeing
you there.
Presidents Report Continued on page 21….just to be different !!!Ed.

Models on display at the Ardmore NZ Warbirds Airshow
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Cessna 336 Skymaster
Bruce Pickering
In the 1970’s when I was learning to fly full size, I went out to Gisborne
airport one afternoon, happily looking forward to another lesson. As
soon as we got into the little Grumman AA1 Trainer, Russell the
instructor asked, “Have you done power failure on takeoff yet?” “No,” I
replied. He said no more, but as we were taking off, without warning at
about 200 feet he pulled the throttle back to idle. “Well, that’s a bit
sudden,” I thought. In such a case all you can do is keep pointing straight
ahead and hope you can put the aircraft down without breaking too much,
bearing in mind that the AA1 has a glide ratio similar to a brick. We
descended to about 40 feet when he commanded, “Okay, do a circuit and
touch and go.” I dutifully obeyed and on climb out he did the same again.
In fact, we practiced power failure on take-off for the next hour—very
aggressively, I might say. When we landed and taxied back to the hangar
he confessed that he had a “situation” earlier that afternoon, whereupon
he showed me the result of his “situation” hidden away in the back of the
hangar.
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There was the company’s Cessna 336 looking very forlorn with the rear
engine and cowl missing and one tail boom bent and buckled badly out
of shape, dragging on the ground. It transpired that just as Russell was
taking off with a load of passengers, about a metre off the ground one of
the two propeller blades on the rear engine had departed, landing
somewhere in the distance, going through the tail boom and cutting the
control cables in the process. The out-of-balance engine, still at full
power, instantly converted into a million parts and removed itself from
the airframe, scattering all over the runway. Sadly, that was the end of
the 336 Skymaster.
So what has this got to do with my model? Well, nothing really, I just
wanted to tell the story. I have always wanted a model of the 336 and at
times have got near to making some drawings. Then I found an ARF on
Trade Me and the die was cast. A little sojourn to Hawkes Bay and it
was mine.
The Skymaster has been called a number of derogatory names by pilots
of “real” twins—those with an engine on each wing. Nevertheless, it has
been described as one of the best entry-level twins, with a robust
airframe and fine low-speed and engine-out manners. Cessna introduced
the original Skymaster with fixed landing gear as the 336 in 1963. Two
years later it was superseded by the 337, featuring retractable
undercarriage borrowed from the Centurion. Further development
included more powerful engines, turbo-charging and cabin
pressurization, which allowed it to operate up to 20,000 feet.
With the wing mounted well to the rear and large windows, pilot
visibility is excellent, with an almost unobstructed view. On the negative
side, engine noise in the cabin is considerably higher than a conventional
twin; with both engines attached to the fuselage the vibration is
amplified. Incidentally, this factor is noticeable on the model as well and
extra care has to be taken with securing all fixings and fasteners.
My ARF was produced by KMP (EMS). I’m not a fan of ARFs,
preferring to make my own, but it is a quick way of getting what you
want. Hence the time to completion was very short. However, I did make
some small “improvements.” The fibreglass parts (fuselage, cowls, and
booms) were quite good, although in my opinion very light in the high
stress areas. I elected to make the wing struts functional, rather than
decorative, so I fitted a half former where they attach to the fuselage and
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made new struts. I also glued a length of wood the full length of the
fuselage just below the windows on each side. The wheels supplied were
light foam, which you would expect on a small electric model, so they
were replaced with more substantial ones, slightly larger in deference to
our grass strip.
The recommended engines are two .90 four strokes, but I installed an
RCG 20 in the front and the physically slightly smaller DLE 20 in the
rear. Although the model had a good fibreglass air intake for the rear
engine I was concerned about cooling efficiency, so I inserted a
bulkhead in the fuselage to direct air through a 40mm hole I drilled in
the firewall and fitted light aluminium baffles around the cylinder and
head. With that arrangement I am confident that the engine gets good
cooling. Fortunately, the muffler supplied with the RCG fitted inside the
cowl, without any cutaway. I modified the DLE muffler by slicing a
corner diagonally off it to follow the profile of the cowl, and that too
fitted without any cutaway. However, its proximity to the cowl caused
scorch marks to appear, so I had to cut the cowl to provide clearance.
Now part of the muffler can be seen, but at least it doesn’t stick outside
the cowl.
I have always had good success with RCG engines, but this one seemed
to be very tight. I figured that it would free up with some running, but
this did not happen. Although it ran okay, it remained tight. Because the
tightness was consistent through a full revolution, it was clearly not an
oversized piston that was causing the trouble, otherwise it would have
felt freer at top and bottom dead centre. Also, the crankcase would
become very hot. Upon stripping the motor I found that the distance
between the two bearing shoulders on the crankshaft was undersize, so
that when the propeller was tightened it caused the bearings to have
considerable pre-load. I was able to make a shim (.017”) to fit behind the
front bearing and that cured the problem. Someone remarked on Chinese
quality control—or the lack thereof—which is a fair comment. But it
would also be fair to say that this is the only real problem I have had
after some years of running these motors.
One final problem was obtaining a suitable pusher propeller for the rear
engine. There are pusher props available but not in the size I wanted. So
I thought well, why not make one? After all, as they say, “How hard can
it be?” That turned out to be an interesting exercise, but not as
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complicated as I had first thought. Using a piece of maple, all I did was
make a mirror image of the front one. It seems to work okay.
The first few flights showed the nose gear to be weak, collapsing on
almost every landing. Perhaps it would be okay on a sealed runway, but
on our grass strip it deformed easily. So, I installed a Robart Pickering
one that is more substantial. There is plenty of power with the two 20cc
engines, and most flying is done at about one third throttle. At full
throttle it’s much too fast, although I recently watched a YouTube
demonstration of a Red Bull Super Skymaster and its high speed passes
were really scorching! Perhaps I should repaint my model. The
aeroplane flies nicely, it handles well, is stable with hands off and I am
pleased with it.
__________________________________________________________

NZ Warbirds Armistice Day Airshow
Grant
A couple of us from Hamilton wandered up to the NZ warbirds Airshow
last weekend to take in the new DH Mosquito and Bell P-39Q
AIRACOBRA. We weren’t disappointed with both aircraft on static
display and easy to get close to.
The Mossie did a couple of engine ground runs and man it sounded great
up close and personal, to the point I ended up with fingers stuck in my
ears...was it loud, heck yes ;-)
The P39 was beautifully finished, as was the Mossie with both being
very near to test flying. Whether we get to see them fly remains to be
seen, but it will be a day to remember if we do.
The actual air show went very well with a good assortment of aircraft
from WWI right through to Strikemaster and L39 jets. There was even a
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mock battle to end the day with simulated bombs exploding along the
front crowd line.
All in all, a great day out.

From the Ardmore Airshow – DH Mosquito and
Bell P-39Q AIRACOBRA
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Large Model New Zealand Rally New
Plymouth
Alan Rowson

On Friday 16th November Linda and I traveled down to New Plymouth
for the Large Model New Zealand rally on the 16th and 17th November.
On arriving at New Plymouth it was raining and was hoping the
weekend would be fine.
We stayed with Lynn Walley and on Saturday the weather was good a
bit overcast but the sun was trying to come out.
I headed to the field around 8.30am to set up my two models, the Gipsy
Moth and the Sparrow Hawke.
This was the first time that the New Plymouth club has held the Large
Model rally.
There was approx 20 flyers who turned up , members from Auckland
Hamilton Taupo Stratford and New Plymouth. A good selection of
aircraft in attendance.
The New Plymouth field is great, if you had a cross wind there is plenty
of room to take off into wind.
Andy Dobson from New Plymouth took some great photos and these can
be viewed on the Large Model New Zealand facebook page well worth
having a look.
Alans Gypsy
Moth
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Alan again with his beautiful Sparrowhawk
__________________________________________________________

How to behave after a crash…. 101
Let’s face it; we all have a crash from time to time. Gravity is an
unforgiving beast!
However, all is not lost if you can retain your pride and dignity
afterwards. The most important thing to remember is that it is NEVER
your fault! This means your piloting ability will always be held in high
regard by your club mates and any onlookers.
So, to help you with this here is a list of excuses to use after the crash
has occurred.
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1 Interference
2 Wind shear
3 Crosswind
4 Sunscreen in eyes
5 Insect in eye
6 Sun in eyes
7 Glitching servo
8 C of G moved
9 Distracted by other pilots (idiot!)
10 Flat rx battery
11 Flat tx battery
12 Wrong rates (someone must have changed it while I was flying)
13 Wrong switch (probably the same guy as above)
14 Out of trim (that guy still here?)
15 Flutter
16 Sink
17 Runway too short/narrow/facing wrong way/downwind etc.
18 Out of range
19 Hit a thermal
20 Avoiding another plane (idiot should get out of my way!)
21 Someone moved the landing strip while I was flying
22 I was just testing my failsafe
23 It worked fine at home on the bench
24 These ARF’s are not made properly
25 That tree must have grown taller after I took off
26 You guys were all flying the wrong circuit (head-on)
27 I was avoiding a full size plane (it went through that fast I was the
only one to see it)
28 I was sick of this plane so I decided to destroy it
29 Thought I heard my phone ring so decided to answer it
30 I was demonstrating to these new guys what not to do
Of course this list is far from comprehensive, there are plenty more that
you can come up with and customise to suit the particular situation.
(Keep this list handy, preferably taped inside of the lid of your pitbox for
quick reference. It’s easy to get a bit flustered after a crash)
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The important thing is to work your way right through the list in no
particular order. Never use the same excuse twice in the same year but
keep rotating them around. Remember, lots of your club mates are
getting old so probably can’t remember back more than a couple of
months anyway!
I hope this will be of some help next time the inevitable crash happens,
so you can walk away with your head held high secure in the knowledge
that it was NOT your fault!
By Gordon - The Perfect Pilot
__________________________________________________________

Awatoto IMAC/Pattern combined
Aerobatics Nov23-25th
Frazer Briggs

We had 17 fliers at Awatoto this weekend for a combined Aerobatics
event, flying both IMAC and Pattern. Looks like we had the only place
in the North Island with a flyable spot too.
Saturday was grey skies, with only a 20 min break for rain that
threatened all day. So that was lucky. Clubman was flown over two
flightlines, followed by Expert and Masters. We managed to get some of
the IMAC through in the afternoon, and finished up at 7pm with 2
rounds of F3A. The sky was dark and angry at times, but over 2
flightlines we had managed to crank through a ton of flying in 1 day.
The days flying over two lines was a good lead up to the coming
Nationals where we will be doing the same thing. It can get a bit hectic
at times with multiple planes trying to land and takeoff at the same time,
and we have a couple of ideas that we will implement at the nats to help
with safety.
Dinner at the Clive pub was good. Nice and handy to the field, good
prices, as long as you didn’t want the only 2 steaks left. We nearly had to
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run an auction. The table/chairs setup kept needing to be extending every
10 mins, the waitress kept saying … Frazer you told me 15 people !!
Maybe we had 20 there in the end.
The forecast for Sunday was horrible. 7:30am briefing was called for,
and we started flying not long after 8am. But as the morning went on, it
started to rain on and off, and low cloud became a problem. By midday
it was obvious we were not going to be getting much more done.
IMAC Unlimited was not flown, as wing failure on Friday afternoon on
our Extra 300 put Jarrod and myself out of commission. During a snap
one wing exploded, and it took out a stab as it parted company. I
managed to get it “kinda” under control in knife edge, but as I got
downwind and tried to push into wind for a landing attempt, the other
stab half let go and it spun into the ground near the river. Fuselage will
repair and fly again. During the winter Jarrod and I built a brand new
model, so that will now be dialed in for the nats. (Full Comp results are
available on the NZRCAA web page)

What number excuse are we going to use for this Frazer ?
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While I was also down
in New Plymouth….
Alan Rowson

When I was down in New Plymouth a
member of New Plymouth club makes
3D printed aircraft pilots.I asked him if
he would make a couple of pilots for my
Lysander as I saw another at New
Plymouthwith these pilots in .
Trent from the New Plymouth club made
one on the Saturday night and bought it
out on the Sunday and the other was
made on Sunday night.
I was over at the Whaharoa scale day 2 weeks ago and was speaking to
Dave Nielson and he had
the same ones all painted up. Dave said that he would paint mine for me.
The pilots have now been painted and photo is attached.
If you go to planes on Trademe Trent is advertising his 3D pilots for sale.
__________________________________________________________

Float Plane Day, The boys relaxing again.
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A few reminders everyone
HMAC XMAS BBQ LUNCH
Reekers Flying Field
11:30am Sunday December 9th
All members and partners welcome
Meats and Soft Drinks provided
Help share in this potluck lunch with a plate of salad or dessert or other
yummy item.
If you have a fold up chair, table, spare chilly bin, gazebo for shade or
other useful picnic item, please bring them out with you if possible.
(Rain date: 16th Dec)

December “Christmas” Club Night
Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms
Wednesday 12th December
7.30pm-10pm
Supper: Please bring a plate if possible

Annual General Meeting
of the Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc.
8pm
Wednesday February 13th 2019
Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
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Aerobatics weekend
at Awatoto -1

Aerobatics Weekend at Awatoto – 2
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RC Pylon Report, Sunday 18th.
November, Airsail MAC
Another great day’s racing at the Airsail MAC RC Pylon event last
Sunday and despite the deteriorating weather forecast we ended up
finishing under clear skies and warm temperatures. Dark clouds around
midday looked threatening but only a few spots of rain eventuated with
no disruption to our schedule. Unfortunately the entries were low this
time so a leisurely start saw a couple of new faces getting in some test
flights. Q500 Sport was under way first with 5 entries, once again Ron
Stone was showing everyone a clean pair of heals with his OS 46 AX
powered Great Planes Quik V6 really flying well, he says it is an
improvement over the older GP Viper. Len Krook who travelled up from
Taranaki was the only one within a couple of seconds of Ron but
unfortunately cut himself out of second place with Graeme Duncan
taking that spot. Antony Wright at only his second meeting was fourth
showing a great improvement over his first meeting, unfortunately he
suffered reliability issues resulting in a 200 counting in his score.
We decided to run F3T next with only 3 entries and rain threatening. Len
and Frazer were on the back foot right from the start with poor engine
settings letting me through to take top spot. When their engines were
running fast (usually in the first half of the race) we had some great laps
with the lead swapping a number of times.
Those black clouds disappeared quickly so we kicked into F3R, with
Jarrod out I was talked into getting my V Gun together to make up the 3
entries so the BBQ was fired up and lunch consumed along with
Sharon’s home made scones (jam and cream of course)
With Ross and Noeline back from competing in Australia (where they
came 2nd) two weeks earlier they proved that you can’t beat good hard
competition to improve your times and took the top spot over Len and I,
although Neil and I got within a second of their best time on our last race
after a change with our elevator rates it was too late to catch them. There
will always be a next time!
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All the races were run over the 10.5 lap course from a standing start
(except race one of Q500 Sport which was timed from a flying start at
P1 over 10 laps).
The next meeting is at the Airsail MAC race course on December 23rd.
There will be a Xmas BBQ afterwards so bring along your refreshments
and hang around for a good old chin wag.
If we don’t see you then we’ll catch up at the Nats at Waharoa on the
5/6th January, you have got your Pylon entries in by now haven’t you?!
Until next time get some testing and practice in.

Cheers John Danks
Pylon SIG
__________________________________________________________

Presidents Report Continued…. Part 2
The NATS:
The Model Flying NZ 71st Nationals are almost here...practically right at
our front door in Matamata. Get in early and register for your events
now, you can do that on-line and pay up when you front up to fly.
Running from 3rd-7th January these are great events and there’s loads of
fun to be had. Even if you don’t enter, make sure you head across to
have a look this time around, it may inspire you to take part next time.
Get more info at http://modelflyingnz.org/nats/
Wrapping up the bulletin and 2018…
Well that's pretty much all I have for this, the last Bulletin of 2018.
Remember we don’t produce a bulletin in January nor hold a club night
meeting. Thus the next bulletin you will see will be at the beginning of
February which will lead us into the Annual General Meeting on the
14th Feb.
So for the final words of 2018 I'd like to take this opportunity to wish
you all a very Merry and safe Christmas shared with friends and family.
At this time I'd like to give a special mention to Jan Reekers and family
for their continued support of our club and its activities, with a very
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Merry Xmas going out to you from all of us.
Likewise I would like to acknowledge the
support from Jason & the farm management
of The Land Farm Group next door. Your
support is greatly appreciated, so thank you
one & all.
Merry Xmas everyone
Grant

Parting Shot:
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Coming Events 2018
December 2018






RC Scale Competition – Waharoa Airfield
December 1, 2018 9:00 am - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
HMAC Christmas BBQ and Fun fly
December 9, 2018 9:00 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road
Hamilton
HMAC Christmas Club Night Meeting – Awards and Fun Stuff
December 12, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
RC Pylon and Racing Series – Racing and Christmas BBQ
December 23, 2018 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa

January 2019


MFNZ 71st Nationals – Waharoa Airfield
Thursday 3 January to Monday 7 January, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata) Vintage commences on Wednesday 2 January

February 2019


HMAC Annual General Meeting
February , 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)

Flight Lines Deadlines 2019
February Bulletin – 1 February 2019

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Official newsletter of the
Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc.
P.O. Box 1333, Hamilton
Website: www.hamiltonmac.org.nz
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